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ABSTRACT
This final report is established to fulfill the Final year Project/Thesis requirement for
Engineering for final semester student, a standard guideline is prepared to standardize various
documentations and this report is done mainly to list down all the important aspect of the
project or the electrical and electronic device that designed.
We introduce a method of how electronics devices and machines can be controlled remotely
from an operator/user. As a practical model we design a microcontroller Atmega8 L-8PU
based receiver circuit that may be connected to Personal computer. This project is an
implementation of Sony remote reception on an Atmega8 L-8PU microcontroller. The
received code is decoded and sent to the PC IR remote software developed using high level
graphical programming language (Visual Basic). The cursor position is moved according to
the keys pressed.
The project report focuses on the system which is designed by using the Microcontroller
Atmega8 L-8PU. The infrared receiver have three pins in which two pins are for +5v supply
and ground while the third pin is for data output. The Infrared Receiver is designed for
demodulating the frequency of 30 kHz to 40 kHz, for example, TSOP1738 is designed for
demodulating frequency of 38 kHz which is used in our project.
The IR receiver module receives the data sent by remote handset, amplifies, demodulates and
converts it to MCU compatible voltage format and outputs it on its data output pin. The
microcontroller decodes the infrared signal data and the microcontroller will sent the infrared
Key code to the PC through the USB port.
After getting this key code of the Remote control the program compare the key code with the
code present in the program and if they are equal then the corresponding function was done.
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1Chapter-01
OVERVIEW
1.1 : Introduction
The objective of our project is to develop a microcontroller based system to control
computer mouse with an infrared remote. To accomplish the task we have used a
Sony®TV remote, an Atmega8 microcontroller, a 38 KHz IR receiver with an external
circuit. For connecting the system with PC we have chosen USB interfacing. The
program code is developed in AVR Studio. Our circuit is very simple and easy to
understand. We have tried to make the device user friendly as much as we can. It is
compatible in almost all PC with operating system Microsoft® Windows XP,
Windows Vista or Windows 7. We hope anyone will have fun using our device.
1.2 : Aim of the Project
The main goal of the project is to control mouse cursor with TV remote. This is done
with the implementation of Sony remote on an Atmega8 L-8PU microcontroller. Here
the IR receiver is connected to the microcontroller. The microcontroller is connected
to the pc through USB port. When a certain key is pressed in the remote, it sends
infrared signal through its IR transmitter to the IR receiver which is connected to the
Atmega8 L-8PU microcontroller the received infrared signal is decoded by using the
program written on the ROM of the microcontroller. Hence the operations of cursor
are performed according to the key pressed.
1.3 : Components and Methodology
1.3.1 : Hardware Components
 Microcontrollers
 IR Transmitter
 IR Receiver
 USB Extension Cable
 Computer
21.3.2 : Overview Block Diagram
Figure 1.1 : Overview Block Diagram
The Figure 1.1 shows the block diagram of the controlling pc using TV remote. From
this figure we know that in at first the data are transmitted through the remote. Then
the receiver received the signal. After this data are decoded with the help of Atmega8
L-8PU microcontroller and the decoded value is sent through the pc via USB
extension cable. Then according this the function is processed through the computer.
1.4 : Significance and Applications
The use of some wireless mouse that are having the disadvantages like occupying
more space, more complex system, high power consumption, slow speed can be
overcome by the use of  this application.
31.5 : Organization of the Report
The chapters are arranged in the following manner
 Chapter 1 deals with introduction, aim, methodology, overview block diagram,
significance & application of the project.
 Chapter 2 represents with project hardware.
 Chapter 3 contains the methodology used in our project. Embedded Systems
and its applications, circuit diagram and operating principle of the project has
also been included in this chapter.
 In chapter 4, we included results and discussions. Here specifications about our
project, advantages, limitations, cost estimations and user guide has also been
discussed.
 Chapter 5 deals with Conclusion.
4Chapter-02
HARDWARE
2.1 : Algorithm Flowchart
Figure 2.1 : Algorithm Flowchart
5As from Sony remote, we send a 12-bit along digital signal modulated in 38 KHz with a
starting bit. The IR receiver demodulates the received signal and sends Interrupt signal to
the microcontroller. We set a timer (initial value is 0)  to count the time of two adjacent
‘high level’ and ‘low level’ and count how many ‘1’ and ‘0’ are in the 7 command bits.
From this counting, microcontroller recognizes the button. And in the main program,
different mouse commands are assigned for the different buttons. Then data are sends to
the user PC via USB. We‘ve used HID mouse Protocol to generate different mouse
signals. Here user PC can recognize the device by its pull up resistors at D+ and D- pins
of USB port. On low and full speed devices, a differential ‘1’ is transmitted by pulling
D+ over 2.8V with a 68Ω ohm resistor pulled to ground and D- under 0.3V with a 68Ω
ohm resistor pulled to 3.6V. A differential ‘0’ on the other hand is a D- greater than 2.8V
and a D+ less than 0.3V with the same appropriate pull down/up resistors.
2.2 : Used Components and Description
2.2.1 : List of Components Used
Name of the component Number used
Atmega8 L-8PU 1
Sony TV remote 1
IR Receiver 1
12 MHz Crystal Osc. 1
4.7uF Capacitor 1
2.7pF Capacitor 2
LED 1
3.6 V Zener Diode 2
68 Ohm Resistors 3
1.5K Ohm Resistors 1
USB male port 1
USB extension cord 1
PCB Board 1
Table 2.1 : List of Components Used
62.2.1.1 : Description of the Circuit Components
2.2.1.1.1 : Resistor
Resistor is a component   that resists the flow of direct or alternating electric circuit.
Resistors can limit or divide the current, reduce the voltage, protect an electric circuit,
or provide large amount of heat or light. An electric current is the movement of
charged particles called electrons from one region to another. Resistors are usually
placed in electric circuits.
Physicists explain the flow of current through a material, such as a resistor, by
comparing it to water flowing through a pipe. Resistors are designed to have a specific
value of resistance. Resistors used in electric circuits are cylindrical. They are often
color coded by three or four color bands that indicate the specific value of resistance.
Resistors obey the ohm’s law, which states that the current density is directly
proportional to the electric field when the temperature is constant.
How to identify the resistance value from color bands:
One should hold the resistor as shown below:
Figure 2.2 : Resistor
Three bands that are close together are to the left.
Then colors of;
Band no.1 signifies the 1st digit
Band no.2 signifies the 2nd digit
Band no.3 the multiplier.
Band no.4 the tolerance.
7Band Color Significant Digit Multiplier Tolerance
Black 0 1
Brown 1 10
Red 2 100
Orange 3 1k
Yellow 4 10k
Green 5 100k
Blue 6 1M
Violet 7 10M
Grey 8 -
White 9 -
Gold - 0.1 5%
Silver - 0.01 10%
No Band - - 20%
Table 2.2 : Resistor Color Code
2.2.1.1.2 : Zener Diode
In our project we used 3.6V zener diode (Zn). If the output voltage drops due to an
overload, etc., the clamp voltage shifts from 3.6V to 8.0V. As a result, the CS pin
voltage rises to 8.0V. The CS pin is also, at 3.6V by zener diode Zn. With Q off, the
clamp is released and the 10uA constant-current source, forcing the CS pin voltage
below 7.0V. During normal operation, the CS pin is clamped by a 3.6V zener ,
FA5305A FA5305A CS pin voltage (3.6V) DT voltage Oscillator output OUT pin
output FB pin voltage.
Figure 2.3 : Zener Diode
82.2.1.1.3 : Capacitor
Capacitors store electric charge. They are used with resistors in the timing circuits
because it takes time for a capacitor to fill with charge. They are used to smooth
varying DC supplies by acting as a reservoir of charge. They are also used in filter
circuits because capacitors easily pass AC signals but they block DC signals.
Figure 2.4 : Symbol of Capacitor
Capacitance is a charge of a capacitor’s ability to store charge. A large capacitance
means that more charge can be stored. Capacitance is measured in farads, symbol F.
However 1F is very large, so prefixes are used to show the smaller values.
Three prefixes   (multipliers) are used, µ (micro), n (nano) and   p (pico):
 µ means  10-6 (millionth), so 1000000µF = 1F
 n means  10-9 (thousand-millionth), so 1000nF =1µF
 p means   10-12 (million-millionth), so 1000pF =1 F
2.2.1.1.4 : 555 Timer to Modulate Infrared (IR) Light
An IR emitter is going to be modulated using an astable 555 timer in this electronics
exercise. The IR emitter needs to be modulated by a frequency of 38 kHz since the
detector used in this exercise only detects 38 kHz modulated IR. The detector is set to
only see 38 kHz modulated IR because there are random IR sources such as overhead
lights, the sun, heaters, etc. in most environments that can cause interference if using
un-modulated IR.
Figure 2.5 : Modulated IR Transmiter
9Figure 2.6: Modulated IR Receiver
Then applying power to the transmitter circuit. Using an oscilloscope to observe the
signal at node A. Adjusting the 10kΩ variable resistor until the signal at node A is a
38 kHz series of pulses. Applying power to the receiver circuit Point the IR light
emitting diode (LED) on the transmitter to the detector on the receiver. When the
pushbutton is depressed the visible LED on the receiver should blink. If the visible led
is blinking randomly, putting exposed 35 mm camera film around the IR detector.
2.2.1.1.5 : IR Receiver
Infrared receivers pick up infrared signals within line-of-sight, and within 30 feet or so,
and turn the signal into electrical impulses. These electrical impulses can be carried
around the home on wires, and then turned back into infrared signals by emitters. Due to
their complexity and sensitivity, infrared receivers tend to be the most expensive part of
an infrared distribution system.
Figure 2.7 : IR Receiver
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2.2.1.1.6 : Crystal Oscillator (XTAL – 12.00 MHz)
A crystal oscillator is an electronic circuit that uses the mechanical resonance of a
vibrating crystal of piezoelectric material to create an electric signal with a very
precise frequency. This frequency is commonly used to keep track of time, to provide
a stable clock signals for digital integrated circuits, and to stabilize frequencies for
radio transmitters and receivers. The most common type of piezoelectric resonator
used is the quartz crystal, so oscillator circuits designed around them were called
“crystal oscillator”. Quartz crystals are manufactured for frequencies from tens of
megahertz.
Figure 2.8 : Symbol of Crystal Oscillator
The crystal used in the circuit is AB-12.00 MHz-B2 often called Oscillators, which
have mounting type is through hole. Its Oscillating Frequency is 12.00 MHz and its
operating temperature is + 20ppm. It has operating mode fundamentally and its
operating temperature is -200C (minimum) to 700C (maximum).
Crystal 1: Input to inverting oscillator amplifier and input to the internal clock
generator circuits.
Crystal 2: Output from the inverting oscillator amplifier.
Oscillator characteristics: XTAL1 and XTAL2 are the input and output, respectively,
of an inverting amplifier. The pins can be configured of use an On-chip oscillator. To
drive the device from an external clock source, XTAL1 should be driven while
XTAL2 is left unconnected except that two PSEN activations are skipped during each
access to external data memory.
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2.2.1.1.7 : Atmega8 L-8PUMicrocontroller
The ATmega8 is a low-power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller based on the AVR RISC
architecture. By executing powerful instructions in a single clock cycle, the ATmega8
achieves throughputs approaching 1 MIPS per MHz, allowing the system designer to
optimize power consumption versus processing speed.
Figure : 2.9 : Atmega8 L-8PU Microcontroller
The ATmega8 provides the following features: 8 Kbytes of In-System Programmable
Flash with Read-While-Write capabilities, 512 bytes of EEPROM, 1 Kbyte of SRAM,
23 general purpose I/O lines, 32 general purpose working resistors, three flexible
Timer/Counters with compare modes, internal and external interrupts, a serial
programmable USART, a byte oriented Two wire Serial Interface, a 6-channel ADC
(eight channels in TQFP and QFN/MLF packages) with 10-bit accuracy, a
programmable Watchdog Timer with Internal Oscillator, an SPI serial port, and five
software selectable power saving modes. The Idle mode stops the CPU while allowing
the SRAM, Timer/Counters, SPI port, and interrupt system to continue functioning.
The Power down mode saves the resistor contents but freezes the Oscillator, disabling
all other chip functions until the next Interrupt or Hardware Reset. In Power-save
mode, the asynchronous timer continues to run, allowing the user to maintain a timer
base while the rest of the device is sleeping. The ADC Noise Reduction mode stops
the CPU and all I/O modules except asynchronous timer and ADC, to minimize
switching noise during ADC conversions. In Standby mode, the crystal/resonator
12
Oscillator is running while the rest of the device is sleeping. This allows very fast
start-up combined with low-power consumption.
The device is manufactured using Atmel’s high density non-volatile memory
technology. The Flash Program memory can be reprogrammed In-System through an
SPI serial interface, by a conventional non-volatile memory programmer, or by an On-
chip boot program running on the AVR core. The boot program can use any interface
to download the application program in the Application Flash memory. Software in
the Boot Flash Section will continue to run while the Application Flash Section is
updated, providing true Read-While-Write operation. By combining an 8-bit RISC
CPU with In-System Self-Programmable Flash on a monolithic chip, the Atmel
ATmega8 is a powerful microcontroller that provides a highly-flexible and cost-
effective solution to many embedded control applications.
Pin Configuration :
Figure 2.10 : Pin Configuration Diagram of Atmega8 L-8PU Microcontroller
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2.3 : Circuit Operation
In this circuit mainly operation is divided into three different parts. The different parts
are listed below.
 Transmitting data via remote
 Decoding data
 Decoder data transmit to the pc via USB port
2.3.1 : Transmitting Data via TV Remote
In this circuit, for transmitting data we are using Sony remote. Because Sony remote
are working on the SIRC protocol. In this project we are working on the SIRC
protocol.
Figure 2.11 : Sony TV Remote
Sony SIRC Protocol :
 5-bit address and 7-bit command length (12-bit protocol)
 Pulse width modulation
 Carrier frequency of 40kHz
 Bit time of 1.2ms or 0.6ms
14
Figure 2.12 : SIRC Protocol
Table 2.3 : SIRC Function
2.3.2 : Decoding Data
With the help of TV remote we can send the data to the receiver circuit. The infrared
sensor will take the data circuit is working on the 36 kHz frequency. So the decoding
process is done through two different parts.
15
 Infrared Sensor
 Microcontroller AT89C2051
 Decode data transmitted via serial communication
2.3.3 : Decoder data transmit to the pc via USB port
The decoded data will be transmitted from the microcontroller and received by the
USB port. The data will be transmitted to the PC via USB port. For this project we are
using USB Extension Cable.
Figure 2.13 : USB Extension Cable
USB Port Pin Configuration :
Figure 2.14 : USB port
Table 2.4 : USB Port Pin Configuration
16
Chapter-03
Methodology
3.1 : Introduction to Embedded System
An embedded system is a special-purpose computer system designed to perform one
or a few dedicated functions, sometimes with real-time computing constraints. It is
usually embedded as part of a complete device including hardware and mechanical
parts. In contrast, a general-purpose computer, such as a personal computer, can do
many different tasks depending on programming. Embedded systems have become
very important today as they control many of the common devices we use.
Since the embedded system is dedicated to specific tasks, design engineers can
optimize it, reducing the size and cost of the product, or increasing the reliability and
performance. Some embedded systems are mass-produced, benefiting from
economies of scale.
Physically embedded systems range from portable devices such as digital watches and
MP3 players, to large stationary installations like traffic lights, factory controllers, or
the systems controlling nuclear power plants. Complexity varies from low, with a
single microcontroller chip, to very high with multiple units, peripherals and networks
mounted inside a large chassis or enclosure.
In general, "embedded system" is not an exactly defined term, as many systems have
some element of programmability. For example, Handheld computers share some
elements with embedded systems — such as the operating systems and
microprocessors which power them — but are not truly embedded systems, because
they allow different applications to be loaded and peripherals to be connected.
An embedded system is some combination of computer hardware and software, either
fixed in capability or programmable, that is specifically designed for a particular kind
of application device. Industrial machines, automobiles, medical equipment, cameras,
household appliances, airplanes, vending machines, and toys (as well as the more
17
obvious cellular phone and PDA) are among the myriad possible hosts of an
embedded system. Embedded systems that are programmable are provided with a
programming interface, and embedded systems programming is a specialized
occupation.
Certain operating systems or language platforms are tailored for the embedded
market, such as Embedded Java and Windows XP Embedded. However, some low-
end consumer products use very inexpensive microprocessors and limited storage,
with the application and operating system both part of a single program. The program
is written permanently into the system's memory in this case, rather than being loaded
into RAM (random access memory), as programs on a personal computer are.
3.2 : Applications of Embedded System
We are living in the Embedded World. We are surrounded with many embedded
products and we daily life largely depends on the proper functioning of these gadgets.
Television, Radio, CD player of our living room, Washing Machine or Microwave
Oven in our kitchen, Card readers, Access Controllers, Palm devices of our work
space enable us to do many of our tasks very effectively. Apart from all these, many
controllers embedded in our car take care of car operations between the bumpers and
most of the times we tend to ignore all these controllers.
In recent days, we are showered with variety of information about these embedded
controllers in many places. All kinds of magazines and journals regularly dish out
details about latest technologies, new devices; fast applications which make us believe
that our basic survival is controlled by these embedded products. Now we can agree
to the fact that these embedded products have successfully invaded into our world.
We must be wondering about these embedded controllers or systems.
The computer we use to compose our mails, or create a document or analyze the
database is known as the standard desktop computer. These desktop computers are
manufactured to serve many purposes and applications.
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We need to install the relevant software to get the required processing facility. So,
these desktop computers can do many things. In contrast, embedded controllers
carryout a specific work for which they are designed. Most of the time, engineers
design these embedded controllers with a specific goal in mind. So these controllers
cannot be used in any other place.
Theoretically, an embedded controller is a combination of a piece of microprocessor
based hardware and the suitable software to undertake a specific task.
These days designers have many choices in microprocessors/microcontrollers.
Especially, in 8 bit and 32 bit, the available variety really may overwhelm even an
experienced designer. Selecting a right microprocessor may turn out as a most
difficult first step and it is getting complicated as new devices continue to pop-up very
often.
In the 8 bit segment, the most popular and used architecture is Intel's 8031. Market
acceptance of this particular family has driven many semiconductor manufacturers to
develop something new based on this particular architecture. Even after 25 years of
existence, semiconductor manufacturers still come out with some kind of device using
this 8031 core.
3.3 : Microcontrollers for Embedded Systems
In the Literature discussing microprocessors, we often see the term Embedded
System. Microprocessors and Microcontrollers are widely used in embedded system
products. An embedded system product uses a microprocessor (or Microcontroller) to
do one task only. A printer is an example of embedded system since the processor
inside it performs one task only; namely getting the data and printing it. Contrast this
with a Pentium based PC. A PC can be used for any number of applications such as
word processor, print-server, bank teller terminal, Video game, network server, or
19
Internet terminal. Software for a variety of applications can be loaded and run. Of
course the reason a pc can perform myriad tasks is that it has RAM memory and an
operating system that loads the application software into RAM memory and lets the
CPU run it.
In an Embedded system, there is only one application software that is typically burned
into ROM. An x86 PC contains or is connected to various embedded products such as
keyboard, printer, modem, disk controller, sound card, CD-ROM drives, mouse, and
so on. Each one of these peripherals has a Microcontroller inside it that performs only
one task. For example, inside every mouse there is a Microcontroller to perform the
task of finding the mouse position and sending it to the PC.
3.4 : Circuit Diagram
In this project, wireless mouse system is mainly based on the 8- bit micro controller.
Here we are using the micro controller named as Atmega8 L-8PU. Crystal oscillator is
connected to the 9th and 10th pin of the microcontroller. Crystal oscillator is connected
with two 27pF capacitor. And two capacitor’s common point connected with ground.
In IR receiver vs point is connected to the USB vcc point. And IR receiver vo point is
connected with 5th pin of the microcontroller.  For USB port vcc point is connected
with a 4.7µF capacitor then connection goes to 5th pin of microcontroller via zener
diode and resistor R4. USB D+ point connected with 4th pin of microcontroller via
zener diode and resistor R3. USB vcc point connected with two resistors R1 and R2.
Resistor R1 goes to input of the zener diode D1 and another resistor R2 goes to USB
D- point.
Mainly the project is used to move the cursor wirelessly using TV remote. IR receiver is
connected to the micro controller though the port 3. IR receiver is connected to the PD3.
IR transmitter is fixed in the remote. So pressing the key2 in the remote, cursor move in
upper direction, pressing the key4 in the remote, cursor move in left direction, pressing
the key6 in the remote, cursor move in right direction, pressing the key8 in the remote,
cursor move in lower direction. The system is connected to the PC using USB port.
20
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3.5 : PCB Layout
3.5.1 : Top Silk
Figure 3.2 : Top Silk of PCB Layout
3.5.2 : Bottom Copper
Figure 3.3 :  Bottom Copper of PCB Layout
22
3.5.3 : PCB Board with Components
Figure 3.4 : PCB board with Components
3.5.4 : PCB Board with Bottom copper
Figure 3.5 : PCB Board with Bottom copper
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3.6 : Project Board with Components
Figure 3.6 : Project Board with components
3.7 : Initialization
In this we are taking some variables for initialization. We are also initialization for the
mode. In this we know about that as it uses in the mouse mode. We also initialize for
the flip bit and toggle bit. We also initialize for the IR receiver pin.
3.8 : Generating Delay
In this project we are using SIRC protocol. In SIRC protocol we know that first two
bit is automatic gain control bit and another one bit is toggle bit. So for that we have
to generate the delay. After than five bits are the address bits. So first we have to wait
for 4.572ms. After then we can generate the delay. For generating delay we are
terminating the loop.
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3.8.1 : Defined Mode
After generating delay we have to define the mode in which the computer will be
operated like keyboard mode or mouse mode. For that we have to define the mode bit.
If mode bit is equals to 1 then it will be operating in a mouse mode. That means TV
remote will work like mouse. If mode bit equals to 1 then it will be operated in a
keyboard which means TV remote will work like keyboard. If it is operated in the
mouse mode than in the program will jump to the mouse loop. After then it will
compare with the different addresses. If it is operated in the keyboard mode then in the
program will jump to the keyboard loop. After then it will compare with the different
addresses of the SIRC protocol.
3.8.2 : Compare with SIRC Protocol
SIRC protocol is used widely in the Sony TV remote. Now with the different inputs
are given by the TV remote. So that all different inputs have different inputs have
different hexadecimal addresses. Now given by these different addresses are
compared with the SIRC protocol addresses value. If the given addresses are
compared with SIRC protocol addresses then it will jump to another loop. Now it will
be compared with the another address. If the addresses match then it will perform the
function and it will return to the main loop. This process will perform until the address
will be compared.
3.8.3 : Data Transmission
After comparison of the addresses pc will select the addresses which are given as an
input. Now this will be transmitted to the pc remote control software via serial port.
For this we use RS232 port. Now bit will be transmitted to the pc serial
communication. Now transmitted bit will be performed according to the pc remote
software. In this manner the whole software were designed. These are the basics steps
of the flow designed of the software.
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Chapter-04
Results & Discussion
4.1 : Operating Manual
This is the user manual to operate the hardware portion of the PC remote control
project. First of all we have to check the hardware layout that the pin connections are
as given in schematic diagram and also no schematic diagram and also no schematic
connections were lost of layout. After then check that I.C. is perfectly burnt. If
software is not perfectly loaded in I.C. then the execution of the hardware is not
possible.
If the output is not correct then check the connections of the circuit. If the connections
are perfect then watch out for the component. Due to high temperature any
components are damaged or not. For that component see the operating range in data
sheet. If operating range is above the given range of the component.
User must follow the data sheets of components for avoiding limitations and damages
occur in testing of circuit. All the data sheets are given in appendix.
The interfacing of microcontroller and P.C. is necessary for controlling P.C. using TV
remote. For interfacing of microcontroller and P.C. we must have to load the assembly
language code into the I.C. With the help of this code we can connect the TV remote
to the P.C. and we can perform the function. Without loading this assembly language
code into the I.C. we cannot perform the function.
4.2 : Specifications of the Project
 Range : 2.7-6V
 Frequency : 0-24 MHz
 Modulation : AM
 Date Rate : 100kbps
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4.3 : Device Specification
Remote Button Mouse Operation
Volume + Move right
Volume - Move left
Channel+ Move up
Channel - Move down
Key 4 Left Click
Key 6 Right Click
Key 5 Scroll up
Key 8 Scroll down
Key 1 Move up left
Key 3 Move up right
Key 7 Move down left
Key 9 Move down right
Key  2 Click and drag
Key 0 Double click
Table 4.1 : Device Specification
4.4 : Advantages
a. Low cost facility then any other mouse.
b. Easy to operate.
c. Two in one facility (TV, PC mouse)
d. Higher range facility than any other wireless mouse.
e. Multi function operation in PC.
f. Easy to construct and use.
g. Use internal power supply.
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4.5 : Limitations
 Our device is only compatible in Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7.
 As we used USB instead of PS2 port, so our mouse is little slow.
 The circuit is very much dependent on the sensitivity of IR receiver.
 The TV remote available in market is not good enough, so sometimes it may
be needed to press a button repeatedly.
 Also some buttons in our remote don’t work properly.
4.6 : Cost of Practical Work
Name of the component Number used Price   (Tk)
Atmega8 L-8PU 1 200
Sony TV remote 1 150
IR Receiver 1 70
12 MHz Crystal Osc. 1 70
4.7uF Capacitor 1 2
2.7pF Capacitor 2 2 x 0.5
LED 1 2
3.6 V Zener Diode 2 2 x 1
68 Ohm Resistors 3 3 x 0.25
1.5K Ohm Resistors 1 0.25
USB male port 1 30
USB extension cord 1 120
PCB Board 1 150
Total 796
Table 4.1 : Cost of practical work
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Chapter-05
CONCLUSION
5.1 : Conclusion
Using this project, there need not be any wire interface between the PC and mouse.
Here we can control the PC using TV remote. The project is mainly based on the
SIRC protocol using IR sensors.
From this project we can perform various computer functions through TV remote. In
this age we can operate many digital devices through the remote control. We have to
use different types of remote control to operate the P.C. using the remote which we
are using for the TV. TV remote is working or the mouse for P.C.
With the help of this project we can overcome many complexities in daily life. We
don’t need to learn different remote to operate different devices. Also, we can operate
the computer from the distance. But this distance should be equal to the infrared
range.
From this project we can conclude that with the help of the Atmega8 L-8PU
microcontroller family we can make a universal remote. With the help of this remote
we can control both TV and P.C.
5.2 : Future Work
 Just changing the code we can also interface the Keyboard using the same
circuit and remote.
 The code can be transformed to work with any TV remote.
 Modifying the code other commands like “Shut down”, “Sleep”, “Volume up”,
“Volume down”, etc. can be controlled by remote too.
 Instead of IR other signal like RF, Bluetooth® can be used modifying the
receiver circuit.
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APPENDIX
Main Code:
/*********** MOUSE CONTROL with IR *************
/Controller: ATmega8 (12MHz external Crystal)
/Compiler:   AVRStudio
/Date: August 2012
/************** HEADER FILE main.c *****************
/*
This example should run on most AVRs with only little changes. No special
hardware resources except INT1 are used. We may have to change usbconfig.h for
different I/O pins for USB. Please note that USB D+ must be the INT0 pin, or
at least be connected to INT0 as well.
We use VID/PID 0x046D/0xC00E which is taken from a Logitech mouse. Don't
publish any hardware using these IDs! This is for demonstration only!
*/
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <avr/wdt.h>
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
#include <util/delay.h>
#include <avr/pgmspace.h>   /* required by usbdrv.h */
#include "usbdrv.h"
#include "oddebug.h"        /* This is also an example for using debug macros */
#define OSCILLATOR 12
#define dig_key_0 9 //for double click
#define dig_key_1 0 //for moving left-up
#define dig_key_2 1 //for drag and move
#define dig_key_3 2 //for moving right-up
#define dig_key_4 3 //for left click
#define dig_key_5 4 //for wheel up
#define dig_key_6 5 //for right click
#define dig_key_7 6 //for moving left-down
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#define dig_key_8 7 //for wheel down
#define dig_key_9 8 //for moving right-down
#define channel_plus 16 //for moving up
#define channel_minus 17 //for moving down
#define volume_plus 18 //for moving right
#define volume_minus 19 //for moving left
//#define mute 20 //for middle click
/*-----------------------USB Interfacing ---------------------------*/
PROGMEM char usbHidReportDescriptor[52] = { /* USB report descriptor, size must match
usbconfig.h */
0x05, 0x01,                    // USAGE_PAGE (Generic Desktop)
0x09, 0x02,                    // USAGE (Mouse)
0xa1, 0x01,                    // COLLECTION (Application)
0x09, 0x01,                    //   USAGE (Pointer)
0xA1, 0x00,                    //   COLLECTION (Physical)
0x05, 0x09,                    //     USAGE_PAGE (Button)
0x19, 0x01,                    //     USAGE_MINIMUM
0x29, 0x03, //     USAGE_MAXIMUM
0x15, 0x00,                    //     LOGICAL_MINIMUM (0)
0x25, 0x01,                    //     LOGICAL_MAXIMUM (1)
0x95, 0x03,                    //     REPORT_COUNT (3)
0x75, 0x01,                    // REPORT_SIZE (1)
0x81, 0x02,                    //     INPUT (Data,Var,Abs)
0x95, 0x01,                    //     REPORT_COUNT (1)
0x75, 0x05,                    //     REPORT_SIZE (5)
0x81, 0x03,                    //     INPUT (Const,Var,Abs)
0x05, 0x01,                    //     USAGE_PAGE (Generic Desktop)
0x09, 0x30,                    //     USAGE (X)
0x09, 0x31,                    //     USAGE (Y)
0x09, 0x38,                    //     USAGE (Wheel)
0x15, 0x81, //     LOGICAL_MINIMUM (-127)
0x25, 0x7F,                    //     LOGICAL_MAXIMUM (127)
0x75, 0x08,                    //     REPORT_SIZE (8)
0x95, 0x03,                    //     REPORT_COUNT (3)
0x81, 0x06, //     INPUT (Data,Var,Rel)
0xC0,                          //   END_COLLECTION
0xC0,                          // END COLLECTION
};
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/* This is the same report descriptor as seen in a Logitech mouse. The data
* described by this descriptor consists of 4 bytes:
*      .  .  .  .  . B2 B1 B0 .... one byte with mouse button states
*     X7 X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 X1 X0 .... 8 bit signed relative coordinate x
*     Y7 Y6 Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 Y1 Y0 .... 8 bit signed relative coordinate y
*     W7 W6 W5 W4 W3 W2 W1 W0 .... 8 bit signed relative coordinate wheel
*/
typedef struct{
uchar   buttonMask;
char    dx;
char    dy;
char    dWheel;
}report_t;
static report_t reportBuffer;
static uchar    idleRate;
unsigned char flag = 0;
unsigned char flag1=0;
void initialize(void);
ISR (INT1_vect);
unsigned char IR_reader(void);
usbMsgLen_t usbFunctionSetup(uchar data[8])
{
usbRequest_t  *rq = (void *)data;
if((rq->bmRequestType & USBRQ_TYPE_MASK) == USBRQ_TYPE_CLASS)            {
/* class request type */
DBG1(0x50, &rq->bRequest, 1);   /* debug output: print our request */
if(rq->bRequest == USBRQ_HID_GET_REPORT){  /* wValue: ReportType (highbyte),
ReportID (lowbyte) */
/* we only have one report type, so don't look at wValue */
usbMsgPtr = (void *)&reportBuffer;
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return sizeof(reportBuffer);
}
else if(rq->bRequest == USBRQ_HID_GET_IDLE)
{
usbMsgPtr = &idleRate;
return 1;
}
else if(rq->bRequest == USBRQ_HID_SET_IDLE)
{
idleRate = rq->wValue.bytes[1];
}
}else
{
/* no vendor specific requests implemented */
}
return 0;
}
/* ------------------------Initialization------------------------- */
void initialize(void)
{
DDRD &= ~(0x08);
GICR |= 0x80;
MCUCR |= 0x08;//Enable Falling Edge
TCCR0 =0x04;//Prescaler 256
TCNT0 = 0;
TIMSK &=~(0x01);
}
/* ------------------------Interrupt Service Routine -------------------------- */
ISR (INT1_vect)
{
unsigned char count;
TCNT0 = 0;
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while(!(PIND&0x08));
count = TCNT0;
if(count<8*OSCILLATOR)
{
_delay_ms(20*OSCILLATOR);
TCNT0 = 0;
flag1 = 0;
}
else
flag1 = 1;
//PORTC |= 0x20; //for IR indication
}
/* ------------------------ IR decoder -------------------------------- */
unsigned char IR_reader(void)
{
unsigned char i=0, command=0, count;
while(i<7)
{
while(PIND&0x08);
TCNT0 = 0;
while(!(PIND&0x08));
count = TCNT0;
if(count>4*OSCILLATOR)
{
command = command | (1<<i);
}
else
{
command = command & ~(1<<i);
}
i++;
}
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return command;
}
void remote_control (void)
{
char remote_command = 0;
if(flag1 == 1)
{
remote_command = IR_reader();
}
if(remote_command == volume_plus)  //for moving right
{
reportBuffer.dx = 10;
reportBuffer.buttonMask &= ~(0x10);
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.dx = 0;
}
else if(remote_command == volume_minus)  //for moving left
{
reportBuffer.dx = -10;
reportBuffer.buttonMask &= ~(0x10);
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.dx = 0;
}
else if(remote_command == channel_plus) //for moving up
{
reportBuffer.dy = 10;
reportBuffer.buttonMask &= ~(0x20);
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.dy = 0;
}
else if(remote_command == channel_minus) //for moving down
{
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reportBuffer.dy = -10;
reportBuffer.buttonMask &= ~(0x20);
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.dy = 0;
}
else if(remote_command == dig_key_5) //for moving wheelup
{
reportBuffer.dWheel = 10;
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.dWheel = 0;
}
else if(remote_command == dig_key_8) //for moving wheeldwn
{
reportBuffer.dWheel = -10;
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.dWheel = 0;
}
else if(remote_command == dig_key_4)  //for left click
{
reportBuffer.buttonMask |= 0x01;
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.buttonMask &= ~(0x01);
}
else if(remote_command == dig_key_6)  //for right click
{
reportBuffer.buttonMask |= 0x02;
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.buttonMask &= ~(0x02);
}
else if(remote_command == dig_key_1) //for moving leftup
{
reportBuffer.dx = -10;
reportBuffer.dy = -10;
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reportBuffer.buttonMask &= ~(0x30);
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.dx = 0;
reportBuffer.dy = 0;
}
else if(remote_command == dig_key_3)  //for moving rightup
{
reportBuffer.dx = 10;
reportBuffer.dy = -10;
reportBuffer.buttonMask &= ~(0x30);
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.dx = 0;
reportBuffer.dy = 0;
}
else if(remote_command == dig_key_7)  //for moving leftdwn
{
reportBuffer.dx = -10;
reportBuffer.dy = 10;
reportBuffer.buttonMask &= ~(0x30);
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.dx = 0;
reportBuffer.dy = 0;
}
else if(remote_command == dig_key_9) //for moving rightdwn
{
reportBuffer.dx = 10;
reportBuffer.dy = 10;
reportBuffer.buttonMask &= ~(0x30);
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.dx = 0;
reportBuffer.dy = 0;
}
else if(remote_command == dig_key_2)  //for drag & move
{
reportBuffer.buttonMask |= 0x01;
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DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
}
else if(remote_command == dig_key_0)  //for double click
{
reportBuffer.buttonMask |= 0x01;
_delay_ms(25);
reportBuffer.buttonMask |= 0x01;
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
remote_command = -1;
reportBuffer.buttonMask &= ~(0x01);
}
/*
else if(remote_command == mute)  //for drag & move
{
reportBuffer.buttonMask |= 0x04;
DBG1(0x03, 0, 0);
}*/
}
/* -------------------------- Main --------------------------------- */
int main(void)
{
uchar   i;
wdt_enable(WDTO_1S);
DBG1(0x00, 0, 0);       /* debug output: main starts */
odDebugInit();
usbInit();
usbDeviceDisconnect();  /* enforce re-enumeration, do this while interrupts are disabled!
*/
i = 0;
while(--i){             /* fake USB disconnect for > 250 ms */
wdt_reset();
_delay_ms(1);
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}
usbDeviceConnect(); /*device is now connected*/
initialize();
sei(); /*enable interrupt*/
DBG1(0x01, 0, 0);       /* debug output: main loop starts */
for(;;){                /* main infinite loop */
DBG1(0x02, 0, 0);   /* debug output: main loop iterates */
wdt_reset();
usbPoll(); /* need for data transmission*/
if(usbInterruptIsReady()){
/* called after every poll of the interrupt endpoint */
remote_control();
usbSetInterrupt((void *)&reportBuffer, sizeof(reportBuffer));
}
}
return 0;
}
/* ------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
